
 

Create a Surname Table for Organization, 
Research, and DNA Discoveries 

by Devon Noel Lee, owner of Family History Fanatics 
 
The total number of ancestors you may have in the sixth generation removed 

from you can be as high as 126. You can manage your ancestor’s name in a 

pedigree chart or a fan chart; however, these tools have a wealth of distracting 

information when you’re trying to pick up clues based on surnames. 

 

In the generation of your fourth great-grandparents, you may have approximately 

62 surnames to manage. This number may increase if you have name changes or 

patronymics to manage. The number may decrease if your tree collapses. 

Regardless, a surname cheat sheet can help you recognize potential DNA 

matches, even without modern hinting platforms. A surname cheat sheet can also 

help you find additional relatives on census records, passenger lists, land records, 

and more.  
 
 

Begin With a 
Blank Table 
 
Using a spreadsheet program or 
lined paper, create a basic 
surname table with: 
5 column x 17 rows. 
 
 If you’re using a spreadsheet 
program, color code the rows to 
distinguish each generation.  
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SURNAME TABLE 
GP Lee Brewer Kevern Tame 

1st GP Greene Bell Quick Orton 

2nd GGP 
Lockname Stevens Tripcony Turpin 

Harper Shurtleff Marte Simpson 

3rd GGP 

Brandenburger Richards Nicholls Saville 

Lewis Brady Richards Litson 

Senter McGregor Asher Trout 

Hopkins Smith Kaltenbacher Astill 

4th GGP 

 Proctor  Pierce 

Braun Coon  Wright 

Gordon Hendrickson Roberts Smith 

Hutchins Lemon  Matthews 

Graham Miller Burrell Kelsall 
Cole Loomis Churchhill Oakland 
Greenway DeForest Schuler Livesy 

Dyer  Mosmann Mason 
 
Add paternal surnames across the top row. Then add maternal surnames in the 
columns for each generation connected to the paternal surname.  
 
Once you have this quick reference guide of surnames, you can use it to organize your 
family history files, discover new paths of relationships through genealogical 
documents, and breakthrough DNA brick walls.  
 
 

Lab participants will receive a more complete handout prior to class. 
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